
ASSIGNMENT 4

Records and Objects

COMP-202A, Fall 2009, All Sections

Due: Friday, November 20, 2009 (23:55)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the
general instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of
the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Part 1, Question 1: 0 points
Part 1, Question 2: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 50 points
Part 2, Question 2: 50 points

100 points total

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
Create a file called MyPoint.java which contains a class called MyPoint. This class should define two
attributes of type double called x and y . Inside this class, declare a public and static method called
main(); this method should create create an instance of class MyPoint whose address in memory is
stored in variable p. Assign values to the x and y fields of the object whose address is stored in reference
variable p, then display the values of these fields using System.out.println().

Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Create a file called MyTest.java which contains a class called MyTest. Inside this class, declare a public
and static method called main(); this method should create an instance of class String whose address
in memory is stored in variable s. This instance of class String should represent the character String
"COMP 202". Call the contains() method multiple times, using the reference variable s as a target, but
passing a different actual parameter value ("OMP", "C", "T", "20", and so on) each time; observe the
values returned by the calls to the contains() method by displaying them using System.out.println().

Part 2 (50 + 50 = 100 points)

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.
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Question 1: A Simple Book Management Application (50 points)
In this question, you will be provided with four Java classes. Two of them (Book and TestBook) are
complete, and you MUST NOT change them. The other two (BookUI and BookUtils) are incomplete.

The BookUI and BookUtils classes contain a list of methods for which the bodies are empty if the
methods return void, or return default values such as null or false otherwise (this is done to allow
compilation without errors).

Your task consists of modifying the BookUI and BookUtils classes to add the bodies of each of the
public and static methods defined in these classes. Once you write the appropriate body for each
of these methods, you will have a complete (but small) book management application. To test each of
these methods, you can write your own code, or you can use the file TestBook.java which tests the
overall application.

The specifications of the methods you have to write are as follows:

1. A method called getMenuChoice(), defined in the BookUI class, which takes as its only parameter
a reference to a Scanner object, and returns a value of type int.

This method MUST display the following menu to the user and ask him/her to enter a choice:

--------------
Menu

--------------
1. Add a new book
2. Display all books
3. Display the cheapest book
4. Quit
Enter Your Choice ( 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 ):

The input parameter of this method is a reference to an object which belongs to the Scanner class
and is initialized to read from the keyboard. The getMenuChoice() method MUST read from the
object whose address is stored in the parameter; it MUST NOT create a new Scanner object.

This method MUST:

(a) display the above menu to the user, and

(b) return the choice entered by the user as an integer.

If the user enters a value that is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4, the getMenuChoice() method MUST
return this value. However, if the user enters a value that is different from 1, 2, 3 or 4, the
getMenuChoice() method has to display the above menu again and ask the user to re-enter his/her
choice. In other words, as long as the user does not enter a value that is equal to 1, 2, 3 or 4, this
method MUST display the above menu, and read the user’s choice. You MAY assume that all
values entered by the user are integer values.

2. A method called displayBook(), defined in the BookUI class, which takes as its only parameter
a reference to a Book object, and returns nothing (void). Every object that belongs to the Book
class has four attributes: isbn, title, author and price; The first three attributes are of type
String while the last one is of type double. The isbn (International Standard Book Number) is
unique for each book, so you can consider that two books are different if the values of their isbn
attributes are different.

This method MUST display to the screen the attributes of the Book parameter separated by colons
(:). For example, if a Book has the following attributes:

• isbn: "0071545883"

• title: "Linux Administration"
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• author: "Wale Soyinka"

• price: 39.99

This method should display the following to the screen:

0071545883:Linux Administration:Wale Soyinka:39.99

3. A method called displayBooks(), defined in the BookUI class, which takes as its only parameter an
array of books (Book[]) called books and returns nothing (void). This method displays the Books
whose references are stored into the parameter array. This method MUST check if a reference to a
Book is null before attempting to display it; if the reference is null, then it should not be displayed.
Each Book MUST be displayed on a separate line, in the same format as the one specified in the
previous part.

4. A method called readBook(), defined in the BookUI class, which takes as its only parameter a
reference to a Scanner object which is initialized to read from the keyboard, and returns a Book
object. As in the getMenuChoice() method, the readBook() method MUST read from the object
whose address is stored in the parameter; it MUST NOT create a new Scanner object.

This method MUST:

(a) ask the user to enter values for each of the attributes of a Book object (isbn, title, author
and price, in this order)

(b) return an instance of the Book class for which the values of each attribute are the values entered
by the user in the previous step.

5. A method called containsBook(), defined in the BookUtils class, which takes as parameters an
array of books (Book[]) called books, and a reference of type Book called book. This method
returns a boolean value which is true if the array books contains a Book object representing the
same book as the one represented by book; otherwise it returns false.

As stated before, two Book objects are said to represent the same book if the values of their isbn
attributes are equal; therefore, your method can limit the comparison of two Book objects to the
values of their isbn attributes, and ignore the values of their other attributes.

It is possible for the books array to contain null values; therefore, your method MUST check
whether an array element is null before it attempts to access any of that element’s attributes. If
the element is null, your method MUST NOT attempt to verify whether it represents the same
book as the Book object whose address is stored in book.

6. A method called addBook(), defined in the BookUtils class, which takes as parameters an array
of books (Book[]) called books and a reference of type Book called book. This method returns
nothing (void).

This methods adds the Book instance referenced by book to the books array ONLY if a Book
instance representing the same book is not already stored in the array. As mentioned in the
previous part, two instances of the Book class are considered to represent the same book if the
values of their isbn attributes are equal.

In order to store the new Book instance, your method should first look for an empty spot in the
books array; a spot in this array is considered to be empty if it contains null. If there are no
empty spots, the method MUST NOT do anything.

Before adding the instance referenced by book to the books array, this method MUST ensure that
neither books or book are null; if either of these variables contains null, the method MUST
NOT do anything.

Hint : Have your method search for the first spot in books that contains null value, then store the
book into it.
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7. A method called getCheapestBook(), defined in the BookUtils class, which takes as a parameter
an array of books (Book[]) called books, and returns a reference to a Book object.

This method MUST return a reference to the cheapest Book contained in the books array (that is,
the Book for which the value of the price attribute is lower than the values of the price attributes
of all other Books). In case of a tie, return the Book instance stored at the lowest position among
those whose price attribute is tied for lowest among all Books.

If the books array is null or contains only null references, this method should return null.

Note that you MUST NOT change the method headers of the methods you are required to write, and
you MUST NOT change the Book and TestBook classes in any way.

Save your modified classes in files called BookUtils.java and BookUI.java, and submit these files to
myCourses. You MUST NOT submit the Book.java and TestBook.java files.

Question 2: Maze Game (50 points)
In this question, you will complete a maze game. Figure 1 shows two examples of a maze game whose
levels are 3 and 5. The level of a game reflects the number of rows and columns in that game.

Figure 1: Maze games for levels 3 and 5

Unlike the previous question, you will not be provided with all the source code files (that is, the files with
extension .java). Instead, you will be given a JAR file (maze.jar) and two java files (MazeUtils.java
and TestMaze.java).

Your task for this question is to write code for each method defined in the file MazeUtils.java. Once
you write the appropriate body for each of these methods, you will be able to play with the maze game.

To test each of these methods, you can write your own test programs, but you can also use the
TestMaze.java file, which contains a main() method with several commented lines. Each line con-
tains a call to a test method which allows you to test whether your implementation of the corresponding
method is correct or not. For example, if you want to test the MazeUtils.swap() method, simply
uncomment the line

// testSwap();

compile the class, and run its main() method. However, make sure that you uncomment only one line
at a time. Once you have tested all the methods you are required to write, you can play the maze game
by uncommenting the line
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// play();

compiling the TestMaze class, and running its main() method.

The maze.jar file contains additional classes, but for this assignment you only need to know only about
two of them: Maze and MazePiece. For more details about the methods defined in each of these classes,
check the index.html file in directory question-2/docs/ stored inside the file a4.zip. On the left side
of this document, you will find a list of classes, and on the right side, you will find methods for the
selected class.

Each instance of the Maze class represents a maze game. Each game has a level l, which is represented
an int value ranging from 2 to 10.

Each maze game has a number of pieces equal to the square of its level l, where each maze piece is
represented by a separate instance of the MazePiece class. Each maze piece has a number, a row index,
and a column index.

Pieces with numbers ranging from 1 to l2 − 1 are visible on the graphical interface, but the piece with
number l2 is not visible. This is the empty piece.

The row and column values indicate the position of the MazePiece on the graphical interface. These
values range from 0 to l − 1. For example, when starting a level 5 maze game (see Figure 1), the piece
number 14 is located at row 2 and column 3.

From the graphical interface, it seems that the maze game uses a 2-dimensional array to hold references
to all MazePieces, but this is not the case. The maze game stores information about all pieces in a 1-
dimensional array. You will therefore have an opportunity to write code which processes a 1-dimensional
array that stores information about a 2-dimensional structure or a matrix.

As stated earlier, your task consists of modifying the MazeUtils class to add the bodies of each of the
public and static methods defined in this class. The specifications of the methods you are required to
write are as follows:

1. A method called swap(), defined in the MazeUtils class, which takes as parameters two references
of type MazePiece called pieceA and pieceB, and returns void. After a call to this method, pieceA
should exchange its position with pieceB. For example, suppose that pieceA is originally in row
2, column 3, and pieceB is originally in row 1, column 0. After the following call to the swap()
method

swap(pieceA, pieceB);

pieceA should now be in row 1, column 0, and pieceB should now be in row 2, column 3. Note
that this method changes only the positions of pieceA and pieceB, but not their numbers.

2. Four methods called isOnLeft(), isOnRight(), isBelow() and isOnTop(), each of which is defined
in the MazeUtils class. Each of these methods takes as parameters two references of type MazePiece
called pieceA and pieceB, and returns a value of type boolean. Here is a short description of each
of these methods:

(a) isOnLeft() returns true if pieceB is to the left of pieceA, false otherwise. For example, in
Figure 2 (Level 5), piece 11 is to the left of piece 1.

(b) isOnRight() returns true if pieceB is to the right of pieceA, false otherwise. For example,
in Figure 2 (Level 5), piece 18 is to the right of piece 1.

(c) isBelow() returns true if pieceB is below pieceA, false otherwise. For example, in Figure
2 (Level 5), piece 22 is below piece 1.

(d) isOnTop() returns true if pieceB is on top of pieceA, false otherwise. For example, in Figure
2 (Level 5), piece 14 is on top of piece 1.
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Figure 2: Scrambled maze games for levels 3 and 5

3. A method called move(), defined in the MazeUtils class, which takes as parameters two references
of type MazePiece called selectedPiece and emptyPiece, and returns nothing (void).

This method is called automatically after each left-click on any piece of the maze game. If the clicked
piece (selectedPiece) is adjacent to the empty-piece (emptyPiece) then this method exchanges
the positions of the two pieces; otherwise, it does nothing.

4. A method called eachPieceIsInPlace(), defined into the class MazeUtils, which takes as a pa-
rameter a reference of type Maze called maze and returns a value of type boolean.

This method is called automatically after each left-click on any piece of the maze game, regardless
of which piece was clicked, and the method checks if all pieces are in their correct positions. For
example, all pieces in Figure 1 are in their correct positions, while the pieces in Figure 2 are not.

If all pieces are in their correct positions, then this method returns true, otherwise, it returns
false. If you manage to put each piece in its place while playing the maze game, then this method
will return true, and as a result, a graphical congratulatory message will show up. Note that you
do NOT have to write code to show this message; the maze game graphical interface handles this
automatically.

Before implementing the eachPieceIsInPlace() method, you have to implement two methods
named calculateRow() and calculateColumn(); the eachPieceIsInPlace() method can call
these two methods.

(a) The calculateRow() method takes as parameters an int called number representing a piece’s
number attribute, as well as an int called mazeLevel representing the level of a maze game.
This method returns an int representing the correct row where the piece whose number at-
tribute is number should be. For example, in a maze game of level 5 (see Figure 1) the piece
whose number attribute is 9 should be in row 1.

(b) The calculateColumn() method takes as parameters an int called number representing a
piece’s number attribute, as well as an int called mazeLevel representing the level of a maze
game. This method returns an int representing the correct column where this piece whose
number attribute is number should be. For example, in a maze game of level 5 (see Figure 1)
the piece number 9 should be at column 3.

Note that you MUST NOT change the method headers of the methods you are required to write.
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Save your modified class in a file called MazeUtils.java, and submit this file to myCourses. You MUST
NOT submit the TestMaze.java and maze.jar files.

Additional Information

Other tips and information:

• To combine the Java libraries in the provided JAR files with the classes you write so that everything
compiles and runs using the JDK, you need to specify when compiling or running your program that
the JAR files should be on the Classpath. To do so, follow the steps below:

1. Place the JAR files in the same directory / folder as the one in which the files containing the
classes that you modified are stored.

2. Open the command-line interface (Command Prompt under Windows, Terminal under Mac OS
X, Linux, or other Unix-like operating systems) and navigate normally to the directory / folder
containing your files.

3. To compile a file called MyFile.java under Windows, issue the following command:

javac -cp maze.jar;. MyFile.java

To compile a file called MyFile.java under Mac OS X, Linux, or another Unix-like operating
system, issue the following command:

javac -cp maze.jar:. MyFile.java

The only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above commands is that in the
Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates each Classpath entry; in the Unix version, a colon
(:) separates each Classpath entry instead. Make sure to replace MyFile.java with the actual
name of the file you wish to compile.

4. To run the main() method defined in a class called MyFile under Windows, issue the following
command.

java -cp maze.jar;. MyFile

To compile a file called MyFile.java under Mac OS X, Linux, or another Unix-like operating
system), issue the following command:

java -cp maze.jar:. MyFile

Again, the only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above commands is that
in the Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates each Classpath entry; in the Unix version, a
colon (:) separates each Classpath entry instead. Make sure to replace MyFile with the actual
name of the class containing the main() method you wish to run.

You should now be able to compile the files containing the classes that you wrote without the compiler
reporting errors related to missing classes. You should also be able to run the provided test program,
as well as the maze game user interface without the virtual machine reporting such errors. Note that
the -cp option is ONLY necessary when the code you want to compile / run requires libraries located
in another directory or a JAR file.

• To combine the Java libraries in the provided JAR files with the classes you write so that everything
compiles and runs using Eclipse, you need to add the JAR files to the Classpath of your project. To
do so, follow the steps below:

1. In the Package Explorer or Navigator view, right-click on your project. In the context menu
that appears, select the Properties option.
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2. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion
contains a number of option categories, and you can select a category from those listed; the larger
middle portion contains the options for the selected category. In the left-hand portion of the
window, choose Java Build Path.

3. The middle portion of the window will now contain four tabs. Click on the Libraries tab. The
libraries included in your project will now appear, along with a number of buttons; click on the
button labelled Add External JARs....

4. Using the file selection window that appears, navigate to the directory / folder where you saved
the JAR file, select it, and click on the confirmation button (it might be labelled OK, Open, or
something else, depending on the operating system that you use).

5. Selecting the JAR file as described in the previous step should bring you back to the Properties
window, and the list of libraries included in your project will now contain all the JAR files you
selected. At the bottom of the Properties window are two buttons; click on the one labelled OK.

Once you added maze.jar to the Classpath of your project by following the above steps, you should
now be able to compile all the classes that you are required to write by the above specification without
the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. Note that it is necessary to perform the above
steps ONLY when the code you want to compile / run requires libraries not included in the Java
Standard Library.

What To Submit

BookUI.java
BookUtils.java
MazeUtils.java
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